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Since the 1950’s,some people have got down to researching making 
school timetable with the help of computer. In 1975,Even and other 
proved that the aspect of school timetable belongs to NP complete 
problems, which is the typical combination and indefinite 
assignment, and which is regarded as the indefinite resource 
arrangement in time and space. It is indeed a difficult problem. 
However, it has a fixed mathematical model. So far people haven’t 
found a general algorithm about the problem. In fact, they tend to 
search for an effective approximation algorithm. A practicable 
school timetable must meet the following conditions: 
(1) At the same time, one teacher only has one single course. 
(2) At the same time, one student only attends one single course. 
(3) At the same time, one classroom is only fit for one single course. 
Many experts and scholars at home and abroad design various 
algorithms of class scheme from different aspects, some of which are 
quite excellent. But most of them reflect this and that defect and 
limit. After careful thinking once and again, I put forward the 
algorithm of class scheme: walking in the mine fields, which plays a 
role of mine clearer in the actual class scheme and solves one and 
another conflict. Therefore the algorithm avoids conflicts and 













characteristics about the algorithms as follows: 
(1) The algorithm of class scheme ‘Walking in the Mine Fields’, in 
practice, is the layout of class scheme, but it is not the whole 
layout. The algorithm of class scheme ‘Walking in the Mine 
Fields’ is just the optional arrangement of class scheme, 
removing the existing conflicts and overlaps. The algorithm like 
a psychologist, assigns the students with different characteristics 
in different classes.  
(2) The algorithm is also an ideal model, so it doesn’t work alone, it 
combines the auxiliary algorithm instead (details in chapter 
three) 
It is the core and important task to the school educational 
administration department to arrange the whole classes of a school. 
For example: How many classes will a teacher give in one week? Or 
how many teachers does one class need?  As we all know that the 
public resources are very limited. So much existing limitation and 
conflicts have made doing the class scheme very troublesome and 
headachy. Having read many relative theories, I have found an 
effective way to solve the problem. That is: the Algorithm of Class 
Scheme: Walking in the Mine Fields. 
Key Words: School Timetabling problem; Algorithm of Class 


































































































































(1) 一个学校下面由A1 , A2 , A3 ……An专业班级组成。 
(2) 学校有T1，T2，T3 ……Tn专业授课教师。 




1.3.2  章节安排 




























   生活在一个复杂的世界里，人们在考虑问题和分析事物的时候总
是从理想的模式和状态出发，进而细化，理解直到消化。排课问题是
一个复杂的资源优化组合的问题，同样得先制作一个理想模型。 
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